
Gimme 20! 
20 Bumps of  Garter Fun! 
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Gimme 20! Scarf 
This thick, quick to make scarf  is actually a tool to learn to knit! So if  you are a 
knitter, why not grab a friend or two who aren’t knitters yet and help them along 
the path of  enlightenment? They can count the “bumps” along the path until they 
reach 20! It is a great way to master the knit stitch uninterrupted, making it a 
perfect project for new knitters or a relaxing knit for those more experienced. 
Gimme 20 also offers unlimted options to experiment with colour combinations! 

Finished Measurements 
60” [152.5 cm] by 6” [15.24 cm] 

Materials 
Yarn 
Elara by SpaceCadet (100% 
Superwash Merino 3-ply; approx 120 
yds/100g) 
•2 skeins in Dark Skies for MC 
•1 skein in Lemon for CC 
Needles 
•One 40” circular needle in size US 11 
[8mm] or size to obtain gauge 
Notions 
•Tapestry needle or crochet hook to 
secure loose ends when finished 

Gauge  
11 sts x 26 rows for 4 inch in garter 
stitch after blocking 

Stitches Used 
Garter stitch 
Flat 
Knit every row.  

Techniques 
Cast-on 
Stitches will be made using knitted cast 
on 
Visit: the With∞Mel blog tutorials to 
see short video on this technique: 
http://
withmeldotcom.wordpress.com/i-like-
helping/ 

Pattern Notes 
1.This scarf  is knit side-to-side from longest points.  
2.When joining new yarn, leave a 6” [15 cm] tail to weave in later. 
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Scarf: 
With MC yarn using knitted cast on, CO165 sts. 

Work in garter stitch: 
Rows 1-10: MC 
Rows 11-12: CC   
Rows 13-14: MC 
Rows 15-20: CC 
Rows 21 -24: MC 
Rows 25- 26:CC 
Rows 27- 39: MC 

Loosely bind off  all sts knitwise. 

Finishing 
Weave in ends. Steam or wet block scarf  to finished measurements. Or simply wear 
as is! 

Abbreviations Used: 
approx	 approximately 
CC	 	 contrast colour 
CO 	 	 cast on 
cm 	 	 centimeter(s) 
g 	 	 gram(s) 
MC	 	 main colour 
meas 		 measures 
mm 	 	 millimeter(s) 
st(s) 	 	 stitch(es) 
yd 	 	 yard(s) 

When you finish be sure to share your 
photos! Use #KnitWithMel to easily 
tag your project! Or be more 
adventurous and add 
#KnittingSuperhero as well! Find me 
on twitter and Instagram as MSkiKnits 

Questions? Email me at 
connectingwithmel@gmail.com 
As always, mahalo for knitting my 
patterns!
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